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INTRODUCTION

A solid adsorption noble gas confinement system has been
proposed for the SRP reactors, to contain the gaseous fission
products released during a fuel melting accident. The noble gases
are to be removed from the reactor room ventilation exhaust system.
For efficient design of tbe adsorption system, it is desirable to
minimize the ventilation exhaust flow rate. The gauge pressure in
the reactor room must be maintained below twelve inches of water to
insure the integrity of the water seal in the D&E canal. The
numerical model described in this document predicts the transient
temperature and pressure in the reactor room during a 100% fuel
melting accident.

The purpose of this numerical model is to determine the
optimum ventilation exhaust flow rate for the reactor room. The
influence of steam produced in the reactor vessel, on the reactor
room pressure, is included in the model. & parametric study of the
affect of various steam mass flow rates is included in this
document. The affect of steam on the conditions in the reactor
room is significant at modest flow rates.

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this computer program is to optimize the
reactor room ventilation exhaust for containment of gaseous fission
products during a meltdown accident. Gaseous fission products are
released in a fuel melting accident. These gases are convected
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from the reactor vessel to the reactor room above by heated air and
steam. The gaseous fission products are contained by adsorption
from the reactor room ventilation exhaust system. The gauge
pressure in the reactor room must be maintained below 12 inches of
water, in order to prevent the escape of some of the radioactive
gas through the D&E canal. A peak pressure of 12 inches of water
is the criteria for minimizing the ventilation exhaust volume flow
rate.

The transient temperature and pressure in the reactor room is
calculated by numerical integration of the First Law of
Thermodynamics. The reactor room is treated as a control volume.
A schemakic of the reactor room, with the appropriate mass flows
that cross the control surface, is shown in Figure (l). The energy
sources are the decay heat of the gaseous fission products and the
steam produced in the reactor vessel. Cooling water is sprayed
into the reactor room, and the water that does not evaporate is
withdrawn from the control volume. The mass flow rate of the water
spray is assumed to be 2 kg/s. This is greater than the peak
evaporation rate, approximately 1.5 kg/s, while the heating of the
nonevaporated water does not require an unrealistic amount of
power. The ventilation supply air passes through a damper that
closes when the reactor room pressure exceeds, -.1 inches of water.
The volume flow rate of the ventilation exhaust is constant with
respect to time and an independent variable in this model. The
initial condition is a saturated air/water vapor mixture at 24”C.

The atmosphere inside of the reactor
saturated mixture of ideal gases, air and
room is assumed to undergo an equilibrium
the First Law of Thermodynamics governing
uniform flow and uniform state, reference

b+

An expression for the

room is assumed to be a
water vapor. The reactor
process and the form of
this process is that for
(l):

L (mu)
dt

instantaneous time rate of change of

(1)

temperature is derived in appendix A:

dT_G+fii (hi-u) +~(hs -hL)+~t (h~t-hL)-fi#T +(~i-~)(hL-u)

m- - (hL-u)*, Q20 (2)

Equation (2) is integrated numerically:

Tn+l = Tn + ~~, At (3)
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The pressure in the reactor room is evaluated by summing the
two partial pressures of air and water vapor.

P = Pair + ‘H20 (4)

These two partial pressures can be evaluated directly from their
respective equations of state, using the updated temperature. The
temperature and pressure in the reactor room are evaluated in a
marching technique starting at time zero, the start of the fuel
melting accident.

In this problem, the gaseous fission products are modeled by
an internal heat generation term. Their masses are neglected. The
radioactive gases are introduced into the reactor room according to
the curve in Figure (2). Five percent of the gaseous fission
products is introduced at the onset of the accident. This amount
remains constant for 113 seconds, and from 113 seconds to 201
seconds the balance of the gaseous fission products is ramped in
linearly, (reference 2). The equilibrium assumption implies
uniform mixing of the gaseous fissions products. This assumption
is utilized in modifying the internal heat generation term to
account of that portion of the fission products that is withdrawn
from the reactor room by the ventilation exhaust system.

In the event of a core meltdown accident, the reactor core
will generate approximately 100 NW. This power could potentially
generate 44 kg/s of steam. It is unreasonable to postulate that
all of the core heat would go to generating steam, but a steam
production rate in the neighborhood of 1 kg/s is plausible. Steam
production would commence at the start of a meltdown accident,
since the normal operating conditions of the reactor are close to
the saturation point for the circulating water. In this model, the
steam production rate is constant with respect to time, and it is
an independent variable. There is a need to identify a reasonable
steam production rate for a fuel melting reactor accident. Modest
steam production rates significantly influence the temperature and
pressure excursions of the reactor room.

This numerical model has been programmed in compiled BASIC.for
an IBM PC. The program is in the process of being translated into
FORTRAN for the mainframe computer. The BASIC version is presented
in appendix (B) along with the instructions on its utilization and
a list of variables.

RESULTS

The ‘primary
the gaseous fiss:

energy source in this model is the decay heat of
on products. The power output of the total mass
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of these gases decreases exponentially with time. In the model,
this power output is modified by the manner in which the fission
products are introduced into the reactor room, Figure (2), and the
withdrawal of fission products through the ventilation exhaust
system. The transient heat generation rate of the fission products
present in the reactor room is shown in Figure (3). The power
peaks at 201 seconds after the onset of the accident. At this
time, all of the gaseous fission products have been released into
the reactor room. Thereafter the power level decreases due to
radioactive decay and withdrawal of some of the fission products
through the ventilation exhaust system. The case shown in
Figure (3) is for a ventilation exhaust volume flow rate of
9000 CFM.

Figure (4) shows the transient pressure in the reactor room,
as a function of the mass flow rate of steam. The ventilation
exhaust flow rate is 7500 CFM in all cases. This flow rate is
sufficient to maintain the reactor room pressure below 12 inches of
water when steam is not produced by the reactor. At an exhaust
flow rate of 7500 CFM, the peak pressure in the reactor room
quickly becomes unacceptable as steam is introduced. Figure (5)
shows the minimum ventilation exhaust volume flow rate sufficient
to maintain the reactor room pressure below 12 inches of water, as
a function of steam production rates. Each kg/s of steam
production increases the minimum acceptable ventilation exhaust
flow rate by approximately 3000 CFM.

The transient temperature in the reactor room is shown in
Figure (6), for two values of steam production by the reactor. The
volume flow rate of the ventilation exhaust is the minimum value
that maintains the reactor room pressure below 12 inches of water.
In both cases, the temperature is increasing after 30 minutes. The
temperature rises rapidly at the onset of the accident and tends to
level off as the decay heat generation rate decreases. The cooling
mechanism is evaporation of the water spray. This evaporation rate
is a function of the time rate of change of temperature. As long
as the temperature is rising, the evaporation rate is positive, and
its effect is beneficial. When the temperature starts to decrease
water vapor will condense, releasing the latent heat, and the water
spray will no longer have a beneficial effect on the temperature in
the reactor room.

Figure (7) shows the effect of the ventilation exhaust on the
mass of gaseous fission products. The ratio of the mass of fission
products present to the mass at 201 seconds is plotted versus
elapsed time of the accident. The total mass of gaseous fission
products is assumed to be inserted into the reactor room during the
first 201 seconds. Thereafter, the mass of fission products .
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decreases due to the ventilation exhaust system. Approximately 50%
of the gaseous fission products are removed during the first
half-hour of the meltdown accident. This mass ratio does not take
into account the decrease in mass of the radioactive gas due to
decay. This factor is included in the heat generation rate term
shown in Figure (3).

CONCLUSIONS

The most important conclusion to be drawn from this study is
that steam generation must be considered in the design of an
adsorption noble gas containment system. The minimum acceptable
reactor room ventilation exhaust flow rate is strongly influenced
by the steam production rate during a meltdown accident. It is not
implausible that sufficient water would be recirculating and
spraying in the reactor vessel to support a steam production rate
of one kg/s. This represents a dedication of two percent of the
molten core decay heat to the generation of steam. The amount of
water available for steam generation should be estimated for the
various accident scenarios, and also estimates should be made of
the duration of time during which the steam is generated. The
pressure pulse i.nthe reactor room occurs during the first ten
minutes of the accident. The influence of steam is greatest during
this period.

Though the minimum acceptable ventilation exhaust volume flow
rate goes up significantly with the increased generation rate of
steam, the flow rate that the noble gas adsorption system must
handle does not scale up linearly. The air is dehumidified prior
to going through the adsorption column. This process will remove
the increased amount of water vapor due to the generation of steam
in the reactor.

The automatic damper in the ventilation supply duct is
designed to close when the reactor room gauge pressure exceeds
-.05 inches of water. Its purpose is to insure that the pressure
level in the reactor room remains below atmospheric, so air leaks
into rather than out of the space. It is recommended that this
damper be closed and remain closed during a meltdown accident. The
cycle time of this damper is approximately five to ten seconds.
This slow response is insufficient to handle the quick pressure
changes that occur during a meltdown accident. The result of not
closing this damper during a fuel melting accident would be
periodic pressure surges with backflow of contaminated air into the
ventilation supply system.

The ventilation supply air has an adverse affect on th~ peak
pressure during the first ten minutes of an accident. The flow
rate is insufficient to have a significant beneficial impact on the
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the
the

reactor room due to mixing, but the added mass
pressure surge that occurs during the first ten

accident. The pressure peaks and begins to decrease
while the temperature continues to rise. This is due to a net

I reduction in mass of the atmosphere in the reactor room. While the
adverse affect of the ventilation supply on the peak pressure may
not be major, the backflow of contaminated air into the ventilation
supply is serious and defeats the purpose of the noble gas
co;~a~nment system.

~ The program documented in this report covers
minutes of a meltdown accident. The reactor room
during this time period, but the temperature does
version of the program is being written that will

the first thirty
pressure peaks
not. A FORTRAN
extend the real

time duration to eight hours. Extending the duration of the
problem will allow determination of the time dependence of the mass
of fission products remaining in the reactor room. The magnitude
of the heat generation rate, due to the fission products,
determines the time dependence of the temperature solution. The
temperature cannot decrease as long as the decay heat term is
significant. The beneficial effect of the water spray is reduced
when the evaporation rate of the water drops to zero and
condensation commences. This occurs as the time rate of change of
temperature levels off and becomes negative. Without an effective
cooling mechanism, the temperature of the reactor room cannot
decrease significantly as long as the heat input from the gaseous
fission products is important. The temperature in the reactor room
is strongly influenced by the steam generation rate in the reactor
vessel. Since a core meltdown accident occurs due to interruption
of the cooling water circulation, steam production by the molten
core cannot proceed indefinitely. This is a second argument for a
specific accident scenario, from the view point of the time
dependence of steam production.

MAS :dwb

.
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SYMBOLS

CR -

c“ -

h-

m-

‘R -

‘Ro -

‘evap -
fii -

‘L -
m. -

ms -

~st -
.
Illvi-
.
Ulvo -

M-

P-

4-

R-

t-

T-

u-

v-

concentration ratio of radioactive gases

constant volume specific heat

enthalpy (subscripts are the same as those for the mass
flow rates)

mass

instantaneous mass of fission products

total mass of fission products

evaporation rate of water spray

mass flow rate

mass flow rate

mass flow rate

mass flow rate

mass flow rate

mass flow rate

mass flow rate

in

of liquid out

out

of water spray

of steam

of water vapor in

of water vapor out

molecular weight

pressure

heat generation rate

gas constant

time

temperature

internal energy

volume of reactor room
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APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF THE EQUATIONS

The governing equations for the transient temperature and
pressure in the reactor room are the continuity equation and the
first law of thermodynamics for uniform flow, (reference 2):

din..—.
dt

mi + Iils+ riist- fio - fiL (1)

du + u=6 + ~ihi + fishs + ~sthst = fioho + *LhL + m=
dt

(2)

The mass’flow rate of liquid withdrawn from the reactor room can be
replaced with the evaporation rate, since liquid water does not
accumulate inside of the control volume

‘s = ‘evap + ‘L (3)

Substitution of equation (3) and the continuity equation, (l), into
the first law yields the following:

+% (hi -u)+ ~(hs -hL)+~t(hst-u)-~o (ho-u)=~-~mp(~ ‘u)(4)

An expression for the evaporation rate is derived from the
conservation equation for water:

d (mH20‘evap = )+ ~o-lilvi -fist
Z

(5)

With this substitution, an expression for the instantaneous time
rate of change of temperature can be written:

dT_d+fii (hi-u) +~(hs ‘hL)+~t(hst-hL)+(~ -~) (hL-u)-fioRT
z- @ - (hL - U) ~ (mH~())

(6) I

where: ~

du.cv-;$+ ‘H20MH20 dPH20 ● ‘air”air d pair
m

I
PM aT ~m (7)

and
mH20 d ‘H20

~ (mH20) = ~ = (‘H20 )-T (8)

Equation (6) is integrated numerically as follows. The
superscripts denote the time level. ~

I
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Tn+l = Tn + (~) At (9)

the reactor room is updated by summing the two
air and water vapor.

the reactor room is saturated, the partial

(lo)

pressure of the water vapor is the saturation pressure o? steam
corresponding to the air temperature. An empirical expression from
the “Steam Tables” by Keenan and Keyes (reference 3) is used to
calculate the saturation pressure. The partial”pressure of the air
is calculated from the ideal gas law:

-n+l . -n+l
Pn+l “’air n
air = ~

, (11)

where: ‘

mn+l =m n
air + (Iiiair air

-Iii
in air out) ‘t

The gaseous fission products, released during a
accident, are modeled as an internal heat source. The maqnitude-of

(12)

fuel melting

the heat generation rate is proportional to the mass of fission
products in the reactor room. At 201 seconds from the onset of the
accident, all of the gaseous fission products have been released
into the reactor room. Thereafter the mass of the fission products
in the reactor room changes due to withdrawal of the gas by the
ventilation exhaust. To account for the reduction in the decay
heat generation rate caused by this change in mass, the decay heat
source term is multiplied by the ratio of the mass of fission
products present to the mass present at 201 sec.

6 = ~06mR (t) = ho 6 (t)
‘R

(13)

This simplified analysis neglects the fission products withdrawn
prior to 201 seconds, while they are being convected into the
reactor room.

Over a single timestep, ‘the ratio of the final mass to the
initial mass is:
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With a concentration ratio, the mass of fission products can be
expressed as a function of the mass of air/water vapor in the
reactor room.

~n+l
R

lilAt
.. —= 1-+

4

(14)

(15)

(16)

The desired ratio, of the mass of fission products to the mass at
201 see, is the product of the ratios over each timestep.

(17)

The coefficient, ho, is determined each timestep by the following
relation:

hn+l .
0

h; (18)
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APPENDIX B
PROGRAM LISTING

The computer program, documented in this report, is written in
BASIC for an IBM PC. This appendix includes a program listing and
a list of variables.

This program determines the transient temperature and pressure
in the reactor room during a 100% core meltdown accident. The
input variables are the volume flow rate of the ventilation
exhaust, the initial temperature of the reactor room (24”C), the .
mass flow rate of the water spray (2 kg/s), and the mass flow rate
of steam; The ventilation exhaust and steam flow rates were the
two parameters that varied in this study. The program prints out
the time in seconds, the temperature (“C), and the gauge pressure
(KPa).

When the reactor room pressure is -.1 inches of water, the
ventilation supply volume flow rate is 19600 CFM. 1000 CFM leaks
into the reactor room from the actuator tower. When the gauge
pressure is greater than -.1 inches of water, the damper in the
ventilation supply duct closes. The leakage from the actuator
tower is one way, air leaks into the reactor room but does not leak
out . No effort was made to model the slow response of the real
damper. Numerically, the damper is either open or shut and its
state can change from one time step to another.

This program is in the process of being translated into
FORTRAN and put on the IBM mainframe computer. The FORTRAN version
will be improved to allow running in real time, beyond the initial
thirty minutes of an accident.
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CL
CPA
CPW
CVA
Cvw
DELT
DEN
DMLT
DPH
HA
HG
HL
HO
HS
HST
MAIN
MAIR
MAN
MAOT~x

MO
MS
MVAP
MVIN
Mvo
P
PA
PATM
PH
QI
TP
VA
VG
VOL
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VARIABLES

Cp water
Cp air
Cp water vapor
Cv air
Cv water vapor
Time Step
Density
Temperature derivative of
Temperature derivative of
Enthalpy of air
Enthalpy of water vapor
Enthalpy of water

molecular -weight
vapor pressure

Correction factor for decay heat
Enthalpy of water spray
Enthalpy of reactor steam
Mass flow rate of air in
Molecular weight of air
Mass of air
Mass flow rate of air out
Mass flow rate air/water vapor mixture in
Mass flow rate air/water vapor mixture out
Mass of air/water vapor mixture
Molecular weight of water vapor
Mass flow rate of water vapor in
Mass flow rate of water vapor out
Pressure (KPa)
Partial pressure of air
Atmospheric pressure
Partial pressure of water vapor
Decay heat generation rate (KW)
Temperature (K)
Internal energy of air
Internal energy of water vapor
Volume of reactor room (m3)
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28C)
290

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

program trp
THIS PROGRAM CRLCUL9TES THE TRANSIENT
TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE IN THE RE4CTOR ROOM
DURING A 100 X CORE MELTDOWN ACCIDENT.

DEFINT I-L
REM
REM W AND T ARE ARRAYS WITH THE FISSION PRODUCTS
REM POWER SOURCE TERM IN W4TTS.
REM

DIM TOW
T6=0 !
FOR L=l TO S1
T(L)=T6
T6=T6+60!
READ W(L)
NEXT L

REM VQUT IS THE VENT. EX. VULUME FLOM RATE.
PRINT “VOUT= CFM”;
INPUT VOUT
LPRINT “VfJUT=’’;VOUT; “CFM”
PRINT “INIT16L TEMP= DEG C“;
INPUT TINT
LPRINT “INITIQL TEMP=’’; TINT;’’DEG C“
PRINT “MASS FLW STII KG/SEC”;
INPUT MST
LPRINT “MST=’’;MST;’’KG/SEC”
TP=TINT+273. 16

REM MDS MUST EXCEED THE MAX VQLUE OF THE
REM EVAPORATION RATE. 2 K:G/S IS A GOOD VALLJE.
REM

PRINT “spray flow rate kg/see”
INPUT MDS
LPRINT “MDS=’’;MDS;’rP:G/SEC”

VDOT=VOUT~4. 7195E-04
REM
REM CONSTANTS FOLLOW. UNITS ARE MKS.
REM

MAIR=2S.95
MVAP=lB.Q16
Pc=221i2.B
TC=647.27
til=3.24378
9=5.06t326E-t:js
C=i.17024E-(18
D=2.187B3E-03
RR6R=8.31434
PATM=l[)l.3
CPW=l.82247
CVW=I.’36363
HO=l !



. .

xc)o
310
.320
3ZI0
340
330
360
370
3s0
390

394
395
396
40(3

410’
420
440

450
470
480
49(:)

300
510
540
541
342
530
360
570
60(>

610
62(>
&30

6.40
990
991
992
1000
10(>1

1002
1 (:)(:)3

1004
1003
10(>6
1007

1008
10(:)9

1010
ioi2

1013
1014
Iols

P=lOI. 176
VOL=9061.4Bi
CVA=.718
RG=RRGR/MAIR
RH=RB&R/MV4P
X=TC-TP
A3=(Ol+B$X+CXX’3)/(l! +D*X)
A6=A58XITP
PH=Pc/(lo!~a6)
CL=4.17S

REM
REM DELT IS THE SIZE OF THE TIME STEP (SEC).
REM

DELT= 1 !
LPRINT
LPRINT “TIME SEC”, “TEMP C“, “PRESSURE KPA”
~;=z

cP&=l.oo5
PA=P-PH
HG=CPAX(TP-273. 16)+7S.447
H6=CPW#(TP-273. 13)+2301.4
ilOLWT=MAIR+(MVfiP-MAIR) XPH/P
HI=(PHXMVGPXHG+PAXMAIR*HA) /(PXMOLWT)

REM
REM HST IS THE ENTH4LPY OF THE REflCTOR sTEAM.
REM

HST=2675.4
MAN=(PA*VOL) /(RAXTP)

HS=1OO.7
CT1=1132.B4
CT2=2688.985
EP=-.625!3
CT3=-74.4O3
CT4=1120.9

REM
REM THIS IS THE START OF THE COMPUTATIONAL LOOP.
REM

FOR 1=1 TO 7200!
T=I$DELT
FOR J=l TO 30
IF T~i=T(J+l) THEN IIIOS
GOTO 1010
Y=W(J+l)-W(J)
TAvG=T+(DELT/2 !)
A=(TAVG-T(J))/(T(J+l)-T (J))
W=W(J)+(YXA)
GOTO 1110
NEXT J

REM
REM the following statements 1020-28 calcLllate the decay
REM heat term for .S~:time f:i3hours.
REM



1~~,> IF T >= 1800! THEN 1022
1021 GOTO 1110
1022 THR=T/3600 !
1 (>23 IF THR < 6! THEN 1026
1024 Q=CT3X(THR-6!)+CT4
1025 GOTO 11S0
1026 EP1=EP*THR
1027 R=CT1+CT2X(EXP(EP1 ))
lQ~8 GoTo llso

1110 IF T>=201 THEN 1170
112Q IF T>,=113 THEN 1150
iiso n=w*.03/looo !
1140 GOTO 1180
1150 Q=W*(.05+.95X (T-113) /S8)/1000!
1160 GDTO 11S0
1170 O=wllooo
1174 REM
1175 REM Q1 IS THE DECAY HEAT POWER TERM, (NW).
1176 REM
1180 Q1=G!*HO
1190 OP=P-PATM
1194 REM
1195 REM THIS DETERMINES IF THE DAMPER IS OPEN OR SHUT.
1196 REM
1 zoo IF DP.:-.O248 THEN 1230
1210 DP1=O!
1220 GOTO 1390
1230 Dpl=l!

1390 fiDP=fiBS(DP)
1400 CO=S~R(fiDP/ . 124)
1410 MAIN=li.199a$co
14~(> MVIN=.211433*C0
1430 MI=MAIN+MVIN
1431 IF DP>=O! THEN 1436
14X2 MI=MI$. ((1000+19.500*DP1 )/20600)
1433 MAIN=MRIN*(
1434 MVIN=MVIN$(
1435 GOTO 1440
1436 MI=o!
1437 MAIN=O!
1438 MVIN=O!

I(>OO!+19600!XDP1, /20600!)
1000 !+I96O[:I!XDP1 /20600!)

1440
i460
1470
1480
1330
1540
1350
156CI
1370
i 580
1600

MOLWT=MAIR+ (MVAP-MAIR)XPH/P
R=REIbR/MOLWT
DEN=P/(R*TP)
MS=DEN#VIIL
MO=DENX(VDOT)
wo=.622*PH/(P-PH)
MVO=WOXMO/(WO+l !)
MAOT=MO/(l! +WO)
MVN=(PH*VOL)/(RH$TP)
M6N=HS-MVN
MAN1=DELTX (MAIN-MAOT) +MGN

I

I

I



I
I-A

1610
1620
1 &so

1633
1640
1660
1670
1680
1690
1700
1705
1710
1712

IJA=CVAX(TP-273. i6)
UG=CVM$(TP-273. 15)+2375.34
U=(PH*ilVAP*UG+PAXMAIRXUfI) /(PXMOLWT)
CV=(PH*MVAP*CVW+PA*MAIR$CVA) /(P*MOLWT)
HL=CL*(TP-29B. 16)+104. 69
X=TC-(TP+l! )
A5=(Al+B*X+C*XA3)/(1 !+D*X)
A6=A5*x/(TP+i ! )
PHN=PC/(10 !“96)
DPH=PHN-PH
DMLT=(MVAP-M61R) *(DPH/P)
TNUM=Q1+MI* (HI-U)+MDS* (HS-HL)+MST* (HST-HL)-MO$RXTP
TNUM=TNUM+(U-HL) *(MVIN-MVO)

1714 DPA=MAN%RA/VOL

17i3 uHA=(mvAp*uGXDPH+M91RXUAXDPA) /(PXMOLWT)
1720 PMT=MVN*(DPH/PH-l !/TF’)
1725 UTP=CV+UHA-(U/MOLWT)#DMLT
1730
1733

1740
1760
i 763
1770
1775
1810
1900
1910
1920
1930

1940
1930
1960
1970
1980
1990
~o~o

2010
~o~o
Too(j

3010
3020
3(:)s0

3040
~,:)~o

S0613
4(:)00

TDNM=MS*UTP-PMT* (HL-U)
MDEV=PMT%TWUM/TDNM+tlVO-MVIN-MST
TP=TP+DELTXTNUil/TDNM
X=TC-TP

A5=(Oi+B*X+C$x’’s)/(I! +Dxx)
A6=A5%X/TP
PH=PC/(10!-A6)
PA=(MANIXRAXTP) /VOL
P=PA+PH
PG=P-PATM
TCG=TP-273. 16
IF T~:=l THEN 1980
IF K=1O THEN 1970
K=K+l
GOTO 1990
r;=l
LPRINT T,TCG,PG
IF T>201 THEN 2010
GOTO 2020
HO=HOX(l !-(MOXDELT) /MS)

NEXT I
D4TA 1. 1147E7,S. 1366E6F6.7731E6, 6.0207E675.5368E6
DQTA 5. lS76E6,4.91&lE4,4. 6955E4, 4.3113E6,4.3547E6
DAT#> 4.2197E6, 4. 1021E6,3.9987E6, 3.907E6,3.825E6

DATA 3.7511E6,3.684E6,3.6226E6, 3.36h2E6,Zn514E6
D&TA S.4654E6, 3. 4199E6,3.3771E6, S.3367E6,3.29134E6

??7~E6, S.19,39E6F3. 1619E6,3.1311E6DATA 3.262E6,3---
D4TA 3. 10I5E6
END


